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What is Impulse 
Response?

§ A technique of audio recording in which an impulse, or 
sound containing a range of frequencies, is played 
within a space and recorded.

§ The collection of an impulse response provides an 
analysis of the specific space’s timbre, acoustics, and 
properties of reverberation. 

§ A sine sweep is a common and effective method of 
impulse response.

§ Playing and recording a “sine tone that pitches up through 
the audible frequency spectrum” (20Hz-20kHz)

§ After this process, you are left with an audio file that can 
be imported into convolution software. 



What is 
Convolution?

§ A type of cross-synthesis in which the sonic 
characteristics of one signal are applied to alter the 
sonic characteristics of another signal.

§ This requires two audio sources:

§ An input signal—the source that will be altered

§ An impulse response—the source containing the sonic 
characteristics to be imposed onto the input signal

§ Convolution plug-ins offer thousands of pre-made 
reverbs that can recreate the timbre and acoustics of 
various spaces.

§ These plug-ins, like Altiverb, also allow users to record 
their own impulse responses, import the recordings into 
the plug-in and generate their own unique convolution 
reverb.



Required 
Equipment

§ The quality of the end-product (reverb convolution) is 
directly affected by the quality of the equipment used 
to record the impulse response.

§ A clear signal chain is imperative!

§ Speakers

§ the number of speakers needed varies based on the 
source and recording equipment used

§ Ideally, the speakers used can reproduce a sine sweep 
containing the entire range of human hearing

§ Microphones

§ Different polar patterns will produce different sonic 
analyses of the area

§ Multiple configurations, angles, and setups will provide a 
more whole analysis of the space



Demonstration





Reverb Nitty 
Gritty

§ The auditory phenomena of reverberation has multiple 
components when occurring in a normal space. The sounds 
we hear back from an impulse (such as hands clapping) 
are layered and occur in sequence rather than all at once.

§ The first sound to reach the ears is the direct impulse (the 
sound of the clap travels directly from the hands to the 
listener), as it has the shortest path.

§ The second sounds to reach the ears is that which is reflected 
off surfaces in the room, such as walls, floor, and ceiling. 
These reflections are called early reflections

§ “The timing of each reflection will vary on the size of the room, 
but they will always arrive after the direct sound.”

§ A room’s size, scale, and floorplan will greatly affect the rate 
at which these layers reach the ears.

§ Pre-delay defines the time between the direct impulse and 
the first reflection

§ The impulse will continue to bounce off surfaces in the room 
and reach the ears later and later until the energy of the 
sound wave is absorbed by the room and the dying reverb 
creates a reverb tail. 





Avid Space

§ Claims to use less CPU power

§ Has adjustable reverb tails

§ Uses non-reverb impulse responses, Space sells itself on 
being “useful for many types of audio processing”

§ Users can download additional IR libraries from Avid’s
online library or use third-party libraries

§ Snapshot workflow makes for fast IR comparison



Waves



Avid Space

“An IR can be loaded by double clicking with the mouse, 
or using the Load button displayed at the top of the IR 
browser drawer. The currently loaded IR is highlighted 
with a small dot next to the file name in the browser”



Avid Space 
Primary 
Controls



Space Demo
Comparison



Waves IR-L
§ “In math, the term convolution means an integral which 

expresses the amount of overlap of one function x as it 
is shifted over another function y. In the literal sense, it 
means to “roll together” or to “fold together”. A 
convolution reverb blends together an input signal with 
another type of audio signal called an impulse 
response.”

§ Designed to combine a synthetic digital reverberation 
with a sampled acoustic convolution reverb

§ This method requires quite a bit of power, but in order 
to combat CPU drainage, the IR manipulations are 
performed offline



Waves Primary 
Controls

Only operates on the wet signal



Waves Import 
Steps



Waves Demo
Comparison
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